May 6, 2013

ADDENDUM # 1
TOPOGRAPHIC AND UTILITY SURVEY FOR SUPERIOR STREET
City of Duluth
RPF Number: 13-13DS
Proposal Due: 2:00 PM, MAY 15, 2013

NOTICE TO ALL PROPOSERS:

The addendum is issued to modify, explain or correct the original Request for Proposal and/or previous addendums and is hereby made a part of the Contract Documents.

The above entitled contract documents are hereby revised as follows:

CLARIFICATIONS

Pipe Inverts – the consultant shall shoot elevations on inverts of all structures that are accessible on Superior Street. On Michigan Street, inverts are only required on sanitary and storm structures and top of water main valves.

Basement Surveys – The intent of the basement survey is to locate all vaults extending into the street right of way. The consultant shall also note any obvious utilities when performing basement surveys. The consultant is NOT required to track down all utilities within the basements nor is it required to determine the location of all interior basement walls.

Back of buildings facing Michigan Street should be surveyed where they are directly adjacent to Michigan Street and easily collected. Buildings that do not extend to Michigan Street or have various “jogs” do not need to be surveyed. The consultant should plan to draft any back of building not surveyed based upon the City aerial photography.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

The current brick paving system was installed in the 1980’s. A scan of the plan and profile sheets from the Superior Street Project dated February 1985 are available in City Engineering. The consultant shall provide a flash drive to copy this data (approximately 55 MB). These files will NOT be emailed.

A print out of the City GIS system is available at the City Engineering desk for pick up by any consultant interested in the project.

END OF ADDENDUM